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From the HoD: 
‘We Enter the Future Backwards’
When I chatted with a friend who is working in the 
financial sector about tertiary education, he told 
me in a characterstically candid way: ‘A generic BA 
is useless for seeking employment’. He himself has 
a BA and has a successful career, yet he would not 
recommend a ‘generic BA’ for his children. His re-
marks are typical of what we find very often in to-
day’s mass media; some government officials offer 
similar views quite openly. 

An assumption underlying the above view is that 
other academic disciplines—typically sciences, 
health sciences, engineering, and business—are 
relatively more ‘useful’ and provide a safer path 
for employment opportunities after graduation. 
Whether this is really a fact backed by statistical ev-
idence remains questionable as I often see data to 
the contrary. However, a broader question is wheth-
er opting for an academic discipline which has al-
legedly clearer links to a professional career is truly 
a ‘safe’ option. 

Everyone must have heard of the ‘2045 Problem’. 
Ray Kurzweil, the ‘prophet’ in Silicon Valley, predicts 
that by 2045, Artificial Intelligence will supersede 
human intelligence. By then, many existing jobs will 
be under threat. The jobs threatened by super-in-
telligent robots will not be limited to mechanical 
tasks. Lawyers, doctors, accountants, and stock 
traders are no exceptions. Just like the Industrial 
Revolution in the eighteenth century, the IT Revo-
lution of our own time is radically transforming the 
economic and social structure of our society. 

 If we take the potential impact of the IT Revolution 
on our children’s lives seriously we have no choice 
but to face a possibility that there is no safe haven 
for young generations in terms of their professional 
life. But this may also mean there are yet unknown 
opportunities. Indeed, some commentators argue 
that 30-40% of our children will be in professions 
we cannot, as yet, envisage.

In light of this, I consider an important mission of 
the university is to prepare young men and women 
for an unpredictable and unimaginable future. 

It is a truism that an important mission of the uni-
versity is the pursuit of knowledge. However, an 
incessant search for new knowledge means that 
what we teach can become out of date overnight. If 
a university degree only evidences the acquisition 
of knowledge, it can become obsolete as soon as 
newer knowledge is produced in that field. 

Rather, the university should aim for students to ac-
quire not only the ability to learn new knowledge 
throughout life, but also — and more importantly 
— the ability to adapt oneself, and respond posi-
tively, to entirely new situations. What is required 
to prepare for an unknown future is not a specific 
set of ‘immediately useful’ skills and knowledge, but 
the abilities to discover and solve new problems. 
These are highly generic skills that academic train-
ing in humanities can provide. 

The French philsopher Paul Valéry (1871-1945) once 
said: ‘We enter the future backwards’. The future is 
never what things used to be. Yet we can refer only 
to our past experience when we face the future. In-
deed, the first thing a medical doctor does is to take 
the patient’s history. No judgement can be made 
without knowing what has happened and where 
we are now.

Generic skills never become obsolete, while instant-
ly ‘useful’ knowledge becomes useless very quickly. 
Believing that a seemingly ‘useful’ qualification se-
cures one’s career is perhaps to underestimate the 
unknowability of the future. Looking backwards to 
understand the past is indispensable for those who 
wish to shape that future.  

Professor Takashi Shogimen
Head of Department
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Tracking Tea Tales and Trails
Professor Angela McCarthy
Historians are sleuths. We formulate questions, fol-
low diverse leads to numerous sources and usually 
attempt to unravel puzzles with satisfying explana-
tions. 

My current research is a biography of James Taylor, 
not the musician but ‘the father of Ceylon tea’. Tay-
lor, a Scotsman, went to Ceylon (known today as Sri 
Lanka) in 1851 and died there in 1892. His claim to 
fame as the first successful commercial cultivator 
of Ceylon tea, however, is largely overshadowed by 
that other Scotsman whose advertising exploits en-
sured that he is forever linked with Ceylon tea: Sir 
Thomas Lipton. 

In attempting to recover Taylor’s life, numerous 
puzzles have emerged, one of which surrounds his 
personal life. His photograph albums, sent back to 
Scotland after his death, contain several images of 
a young Tamil girl. She was probably a coffee pick-
er on the Loolecondera estate that Taylor managed 
before Ceylon’s coffee enterprise was devastated 
by disease. But why did she appear in his album? 
Together with Taylor’s cryptic notes, I could only 
speculate that he had a more intimate relationship 
beyond that of tea as others have claimed.

The plot thickened further when I discovered some 
folk who claim descent from Taylor. These individ-
uals, however, were not Tamil but Sinhalese, the 
majority ethnic group in Sri Lanka. Perhaps Tay-
lor had intimate ties with a Sinhalese lady, possi-
bly the housekeeper who is said to have emerged 
crying from his bungalow upon his death. But my 
pursuit of their ancestry led to another Taylor in 
Ceylon.

Only with a search of digitised Ceylon newspapers 
did I discover a reference to James Taylor’s last will 
and testament. There, in print, I learned that he left 
funds to the mother of his children with instruc-
tions that if she were deceased, half her inheritance 
was to go to the Tamil Coolie Mission.

With this knowledge, I returned to Loolecondera. 
Amid a stunning landscape of misty tea covered 
hills, I showed the current superintendent the 
young Tamil girl’s image. He commented on her 

fine dress, a further clue that she may have been 
intimate with Taylor. Alas, no collective memory 
remains on the estate as to whether she was the 
mother of his children.

My own memories in pursuit of Taylor’s life are 
memorable. I have gazed awestruck at the scenery 
Taylor saw every day on the Loolecondera estate, 
walked in his footsteps, and visited his grave (my 
Sri Lankan driver believes I am Taylor’s lover reincar-
nated). At Talawakelle in the central highlands of Sri 
Lanka I have marvelled at a replica Scottish baronial 
castle which features a 13-foot high bust of Taylor at 
its entrance. I have also learned first-hand about an-
other culture, been welcomed with overwhelming 
friendliness and hospitality by Sri Lanka’s diverse 
peoples, and grappled with language barriers, ex-
treme heat, and exotic foods. 

So when you next sip your Dilmah Ceylon tea, spare 
a thought for James Taylor and the mysteries – as 
well as achievements – of his life.

 
Angela and James Taylor’s photo - photo courtesy of Angela McCarthy
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Many Stories, One Big History
Professor Barbara Brookes’ A History of New Zealand Women.

Professor Barbara Brookes’ new book,  A History 
of New Zealand Women  (Bridget Williams Books, 
2016) made a massive impact as soon as it was 
published last February. Barbara has been inter-
viewed on National Radio programmes like Satur-
day Morning and Nine to Noon. The book featured in 
magazines such as North & South and Air New Zea-
land’s Kia Ora, and in newspapers including Sunday 
Star Times  and  Otago Daily Times.  The book  has 
also recorded impressive sales, ranking at number 5 
on the Nielsen Weekly Book-
sellers List, and number 9 on 
the Indie Top 20, last Febru-
ary. 

Associate Professor Angela 
Wanhalla interviewed Barbara 
on 6 May 2016 to discuss her 
landmark publication and the 
future of  women’s history in 
New Zealand.

*****

AW: What was the inspiration 
for the book? 

BB: When I came back to New 
Zealand in 1982 and start-
ed teaching, Dot Page and 
I taught women’s history at 
fourth year and that was real-
ly exciting, and I realised the 
appetite for wanting to know 
about women’s pasts and how 
unknown it was, so I thought it would be really interest-
ing to write a history of women in New Zealand, but, of 
course, I hadn’t thought about the size of the task I had 
set myself, initially. Having written an essay with Marga-
ret Tennant for the second volume of Women in History 
on Māori and Pākehā (1992) women I saw that I had to 
think very deeply and differently about gender as a col-
onising concept and that led me down research paths I 
hadn’t imagined, but it was very productive, I think, and 
that’s one of the exciting things about being a historian 
in New Zealand.

AW: Yes, I imagine if the book was written in the late 1990s 
it would look very different given that the frames of analy-
sis have shifted so much since then.

BB: Absolutely, there was a point when there was all 
the discussion about fragmenting the concept of wom-
en, and all the complications of gender, and I thought 
why am I still trying to write a history of women? But I 
am glad that I persisted because I still think it is much 
more transparent to the general public to think about 
the category of women and what it meant, for there is a 
whole story about legal and social expectations of that 
category.

AW: I suppose in approaching it as a large narrative history 
you are able to explore some re-
ally important shifts in women’s 
lives.

BB: Yes, and I think because it 
took so long and I was asked 
to update it to the current day, 
which I found very daunting, 
but now I am very glad that I 
was asked to do that because 
had it been published when 
Helen Clark was Prime Minis-
ter it would have seemed like 
women had achieved mightily 
well in the political sphere but 
we’ve seen huge changes just 
since that moment. It is inter-
esting to reflect on the pace 
of change. Maybe it’s a prod-
uct of getting older, but you 
just keep seeing how recent 
everything is in a way that you 
are not aware of when you are 
young. And that’s why I start-
ed the book really, thinking 

about my mother’s life and mine because just in those 
different generations the changes are so dramatic.

AW: So how do historians go about balancing synthesizing 
the big history without losing sight of the small and inti-
mate stories that constitute that past? What are the advan-
tages of the general history approach?

BB: Well, I think I am very much a small story person and 
that was important to me in trying to convey the texture 
of life in these dramatic shifts that have taken place. You 
can create frameworks around known political events 
such as the wars or the depression or suffrage or the 
gold rushes, but in those larger events I always wanted 
to try and convey the smaller stories about the impact 
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on the lives of women as individuals or how they expe-
rienced things. That was the kind of history I was trying 
to do, so unlike some other large histories there is not a 
great deal of engagement in historiography.

AW: But, of course, the advantage of the book being re-
leased in 2016 is that you’ve been able to draw on a wealth 
of work in women’s history produced since the 1990s. 
You’ve drawn on that, and it’s on show in your book.

BB: Absolutely, and actually that was part of the privi-
lege of my position supervising so many great students 
and getting to examine others, as well as that great out-
pouring of work by others throughout the country. I 
guess that buoyed me up too, knowing that there would 
be an eventual readership because students themselves 
found their work so interesting and because there’s 
been a continual stream of students wanting to work on 
aspects of women’s history.

AW: What’s the future of women’s history in New Zealand? 
Are there particular areas in need of further examination, 
or particular gaps in the scholarship?

BB: What’s really interesting to me is that the law is 
such a blunt instrument by which we can chart change, 
but underneath that we know so little. Say, for exam-
ple, when a married woman couldn’t own property, if 
they were a shopkeeper did they just put their mon-
ey in their dress pocket? How did life work under that 
structural level of the law? It’s very hard to get to those 
things, but I think a study of pawn shops in New Zea-
land would be fantastic to show the informal family 
economy because access to money, it seems to me, is a 
crucial part of the story. We regard financial independ-
ence as an achievement of second wave feminism, hav-
ing equal pay, having bank accounts, being able to be 
financially independent. How women created those 
structures in the past is something that really interests 
me. We know so little about them, and we don’t really 
know about the everyday operation of money and the 
family economy.

AW: Are there any other areas in need of attention?

BB: I’m interested in the history of caring and how attitudes 
to caring have changed over time, and those things that 
made meaning in women’s lives. What did it mean to be 
a member of a Christian fellowship group or a member of 
the PTA? We know women gained skills in the temperance 
movement that allowed them then to move into suffrage 
and we know that Playcentre provided a training ground 
for people like Sonja Davies and others, but for those peo-
ple who didn’t move into politics, what was the meaning of 
those social commitments and the voluntary work they did 
and how did that play out in households? We don’t know 
enough about the respect given to that kind of voluntary 

commitment both by men and by the wider community. I 
think probably I sniffed at the things my mother did when I 
was in my twenties but now I am much more interested in 
seeing how they made meaning in her life and how they 
were valued. I guess we thought our mothers were doing 
nothing. They weren’t in paid employment, but actually 
what they were doing was keeping communities going, 
and that’s really valuable work.

AW: How do we get to some of those histories and experi-
ences?

BB: I think they are very hard to get to and that’s part 
of the challenge, we have to rethink our source mate-
rial, and look at some of those organisations, especially 
voluntary ones, that have not had much attention. It’s 
much harder to get down to the level of the everyday, 
but I think something really underused are the sound 
archives. When I looked at programming for women 
for the book I was quite struck by how widely the pro-
grammes ranged, and that life outside the home was 
being thought about as well. The home was not a her-
metically sealed thing, there were ways of thinking 
about wider issues in the home. I think we have to keep, 
as feminist historians have done, rethinking the archive 
and how we can get at these histories.

AW: Related to the question of sources, your book makes 
extensive use of images that showcase the diversity of 
women’s experience in the past and I wondered if that was 
your aim?

BB: I was very keen on that as I knew there were si-
lences in the text and that I couldn’t possibly deal with 
everything so that was one of the drivers to seek par-
ticular images that could speak to things that I couldn’t 
discuss. I was particularly concerned in the last chapters 
to emphasise the divergence between women doing 
well and women not doing well because that’s become 
a real issue, I think. I have to credit Bridget Williams for 
doing a terrific job on them.

AW: One final question. How would you like to see the book 
taken up and being used?

BB: It gave me great pleasure that someone put it on our 
Department Facebook page that they’ve got it at their 
school library and how terrific it will be for student re-
search, so that’s really nice. I think it’s great that I have 
signed copies where women want to give them to their 
daughters because some of that history is so forgotten. 
We constantly need to be reminded of it. I hope that it 
will cause new questions to be asked about the past. I 
hope people will argue with me; it would be a terrible 
thing if our histories were never revised. And I hope they 
will go down new avenues, and be provoked into ex-
ploring new things. 
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Takashi Shogimen: You have served as 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor Humanities for five years. From 
2017 you are returning to full-time teaching. Are you 
looking forward to undergraduate lecturing?

Brian Moloughney: I’m delighted to be able to 
return to undergraduate teaching. It was an inter-
esting and rewarding role leading the Division of 
Humanities, but it meant I 
had little time to teach, and I 
missed the contact with stu-
dents and the stimulation 
that comes from that.  And I’m 
coming back to teaching at a 
time when knowledge about 
China is more important than 
ever for New Zealanders.  That 
will continue to be the case for 
the foreseeable future, so I’m 
really looking forward to be-
ing able to help students learn 
about the place, its people 
and their cultures.

TS: Your return to teaching is 
significant not only to Otago 
but also nationally because you 
are the only historian of China 
in this country. It’s quite surprising given the global 
importance of China today. Do you have any thoughts 
on this?

BM: Yes, it is very disappointing that we now have 
so few specialists on Chinese history in our universi-
ties.  When I began teaching at Otago in 1993 there 
were China historians in all our major universities, 
but as these people retired financial constraints 
meant they have not been replaced.  The irony is 
that China is now more important globally than it 
as ever been, so it is good that students coming to 
Otago will have the option to study some Chinese 
history.

TS: How and why did you get interested in Chinese  
history?

BM: China has been part of my life for so long 
now that it is hard to think back to how that came 
about.  But a key factor was a very good lecturer.  
Sam Adshead taught a range of courses on China at 
the University of Canterbury when I was a student 
there, and those courses were what really sparked 
my interest.  Then I was lucky to get a scholarship 
to spend two years at a university in China during 

what was a very interesting 
time.  The Cultural Revolution 
had ended and the Chinese 
were just starting to open 
up to the wider world.  I have 
been visiting regularly ever 
since and have been able to 
watch first-hand the remark-
able transformation that has 
taken China from a secluded 
socialist country to the eco-
nomic powerhouse of today.

TS: You are introducing two 
new courses on Chinese histo-
ry in 2017: HIST204 China: Or-
acle Bones to Revolution, and 
HIST304 China in Revolution. 
Your 200 level course offers an 
overview of Chinese history 

from ancient times to the twentieth century. What do 
you think is so distinctive and fascinating about Chi-
nese history?

BM: Yes, the 200 level course is an introduction 
to China for students who have little or no knowl-
edge of its history and culture.  The Chinese had the 
longest running imperial system in human history, 
which lasted from the 3rd century BC until the be-
ginning of the twentieth century.  During most of 
that time they enjoyed the highest standard of liv-
ing in the world.  They developed a whole range of 
new technologies that underlay this prosperity.  For 
instance, they invented paper in the 3rd century BC, 
and printing in the 7th century AD.  They pioneered 
an examination-based education system to select 
the most able to serve in government.  The shift 

‘From Secluded Socialism to 
Global Powerhouse’
Professor Brian Moloughney on teaching Chinese history
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from aristocracy to meritocracy is seen as a key fea-
ture of modernity in Western societies, but this was 
something that was central to Chinese life from the 
9th-10th centuries onwards.  Thus, studying Chi-
nese history is useful in order to learn more about 
China, but it also enables us to reflect critically on 
claims about Western exceptionalism.  Chinese his-
tory should be part of everyone’s history.

TS: Your 300 level course focuses on revolutionary 
China. Could you please describe the highlights of the 
course?

BM: The course begins with the 1911 revolution 
that overthrew the 2,000 year-old Chinese imperi-
al system.  Students will get the chance to explore 
what led to the revolution and what makes it dis-
tinctive.  They will then be able to consider how the 
Chinese Communist Party was able to exploit the 
turmoil that followed in the wake of the 1911 revo-
lution and establish the People’s Republic of China 
in 1949.  The Communist Party was committed to 
bringing about social and economic change, which 
required transforming the age-old family system 
and rethinking the nature of land ownership and 
patterns of production.  Students can explore this 
attempt to recreate China as a socialist society, and 
in doing so consider what worked well and what did 
not.  We will also consider the traumatic experienc-
es that war and revolution brought, and not only for 
Han Chinese people.  We will look at the so-called 
ethnic minorities, particularly the Tibetan and Mus-
lim communities who contest the claim that their 
homelands are part of the modern Chinese state. In 
the final part of the course we will look at China’s 
reintegration into the wider world and its return to 
global importance.  

TS: Learning Chinese is considered to be a ticket for 
getting a job in New Zealand. How beneficial do you 

think is the knowledge of Chinese history for those 
who seek a career relating to China and East Asia?

BM: As I said earlier, I think Chinese history should 
be part of everyone’s history.  During much of the 
twentieth century, people often thought that the 
modern world was basically a western world, and 
thus it wasn’t necessary to know about other peo-
ples and their histories.  That is no longer the case 
(if it ever was).  Countries like China and India will 
play an increasingly important role in the wider 
world, therefore knowledge about these countries, 
and the peoples that live in them, is crucial for our 
future.  And this is true not only for those who think 
they might have a career dealing directly with Chi-
na.  The growth in tourist numbers in recent years 
demonstrates that the economic future of all New 
Zealanders is bound up with China.  When I first 
started teaching at Otago I hardly ever heard Man-
darin spoken on campus or around the city of Dune-
din.  Now, every day I come across groups of people 
speaking Chinese.  China is no longer ‘over there’.  
It is increasingly part of who ‘we’ are, so knowing 
something about the history of the growing num-
bers of Chinese amongst us is actually knowing 
more about our shared histories. 

TS: You are also teaching HIST106 East Meets West: 
Encounters in Global History. Could you please talk a 
bit about this course too?

BM: The encounter with difference has been a ma-
jor engine of change in human societies.  This is a 
course about the interactions between the peoples 
of Asia, the Middle East and Europe, and how these 
interactions shaped the modern world.  Rather than 
look at developments within a particular country 
or society, we consider the interplay between dif-
ferent peoples and cultures.  This includes not only 
the movement of peoples, but also the exchange of 
technologies and the spread of ideas.

Professor Brian Moloughney
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As a local Dunedin lad it 
seemed only natural to 
head to Otago as an under-
graduate. I studied history 
from 2008 to 2011, com-
pleting my honours dis-
sertation on J.R. Elder, the 
first Professor of History at 
Otago, in my final year. The 
following year I moved to 
Perth, Australia to study 
medicine in a graduate pro-
gramme; and this is where I 
continue to live as I embark 
on my medical career.

While it may have been a 
smoother ride if I had stud-
ied science as an undergraduate, my training in his-
tory has given me a unique perspective from that of 
my colleagues. Some without an understanding of 
history have balked at my background; however the 
majority of the experienced clinicians recognise and 
appreciate the value of history 
in medicine. While the subject 
of medicine is a science, the 
practice of medicine is an art. I 
use the skills I learned in histo-
ry every day as a doctor. In the 
same way a historian analyses 
sources, I assess my patients; 
from their motivations, to their 
presenting issues, or the con-
text in which their problems 
arose. I organise and priori-
tise their concerns, and for-
mulate arguments to debate 
medical issues with my peers. 
Successfully engaging in such 
academic dialogue, as well 
as employing the accessible 
language I use with patients, 
is greatly advantaged by the 
communication skills I devel-
oped as an historian at Otago.

I am currently working in my 
first year as a doctor at one 
of Perth’s major hospitals. As 
a first year doctor we rotate 

Christopher Heydon History (Hons) 2011

through a number of medical, surgical and critical 
care terms. My first term was in the Emergency De-
partment where I have had a number of interesting 
experiences that illustrated the importance of con-

text - something I learned was 
vital when I studied history. 
While people may see or hear 
about the acute issues that 
cause people to come to ED, 
what is not as well publicised 
are the long-term issues for 
which many of our patients 
present, particularly psychi-
atric and social issues. This is 
when context is vital to under-
standing why they have ar-
rived in ED at the present mo-
ment, and most importantly 
how you can help them.

As I take my first steps on my 
medical journey I am con-
stantly reminded about my 
roots in history. This is not 
only because I use the skills I 
learned at Otago in my med-
ical career every day, but also 
because it was when I first 
met my now wife, Georgia, 
who is coming to the end of 
her PhD in History.

My first term was 
in the Emergency 

Department where I 
have had a number 

of interesting 
experiences that 
illustrated the 
importance of 

context - something 
I learned was vital 

when I studied 
history.

Christopher (right) and the Respiratory  Medicine Team
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Erin Caswell History (Hons) 2005

I have always had an interest in history (I undertook 
my own archaeological digs in the back garden as 
a child), and inspiring teachers and a real passion 
for understanding different ways of living and how 
the present is shaped by the past made it a favour-
ite subject at high school.  Being a Dunedin local 
Otago was a natural choice for me: having a well-re-
spected university on my doorstep with excellent 
scholarship in my areas of interest, I didn’t feel 
tempted to go elsewhere.  The courses I took in the 
Department of History at Otago opened my eyes to 
new viewpoints: tracing world events through the 
history of a commodity, for example, or having the 
opportunity to do multidisciplinary papers crossing 
history, art history, and literature.

Since leaving Otago I have travelled the world as 
much as possible, with stints in South Korea, the 
Netherlands, and now the UK.  I needed to see for 
myself what was out there in order to find my ca-

reer path, and this turned out to be an extension 
of my History degree – a scholarship to complete 
a Masters course in Museology and a career in arts 
and heritage.

I moved to London a little over six years ago, and 
got a foot in the door at Christie’s thanks to my ed-
ucation and interests.  Since 2014 I have been part 
of a new team called the Business Support Group, 
where I am now the Head of Department for Eu-
rope, the Middle East, Russia and India.  There isn’t 
such a thing as a typical day in the auction business 
– over the years I have helped install a life-sized el-
ephant in a saleroom, have worked with fascinating 
colleagues who are experts in their fields, and have 
been lucky enough to travel to almost all of Chris-
tie’s global salerooms: New York, Paris, Amsterdam, 

Hong Kong, Geneva, Zurich, Dubai, and soon Milan 
and Mumbai.  

While my career path has developed somewhat 
organically over the years, Otago gave me a solid 
foundation to build on.  In each subsequent role, I 
have distinguished myself by my communication 
skills, ability to quickly analyse and understand sit-
uations, to appreciate different viewpoints and to 
problem-solve: all of which are skills I built while 
studying in the Department of History.  My educa-
tion has been a real asset to me and has helped me 
to find a role I love in a challenging and competitive 
industry, so I’m pleased I made the decision to fol-
low my interests and study what I enjoy. 

While my career path has 
developed somewhat or-
ganically over the years, 
Otago gave me a solid 
foundation to build on.
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Teaching and Research: Notes 
from the Italian Front
Associate Professor Mark Seymour

One of the things that distinguishes the work of lecturers at a university is that, as well as teaching, they 
are required to be active researchers in their field. Just as a lecturer in pharmacy will spend time in a lab 
working on, say, the latest vaccine, so a lecturer in history will also spend time at work ‘discovering’ and 
writing history as well as teaching it.

It can be difficult to find the time to do research during the busy teaching semester, especially if that research 
requires travel to foreign parts. But during the “summer vacations” and above all during our academic sab-
baticals (formally called research leave), we have an opportunity to do research where historians love to 
dwell: in archives and libraries. As 
a historian of modern Italy, I spent 
the second half of 2015 based in 
Rome, completing research on a 
murder trial that took place there 
in 1879. The murderer was a circus 
acrobat, who had killed a soldier in 
hope of marrying his wife. The sol-
dier was alleged to have been im-
potent due to a battle wound, and 
his wife was said by her townsfolk 
to be bored by him. She fell in love 
with the glamorous acrobat, and, 
since divorce was not allowed in 
Italy in those days, together they 
hatched a plot to dispatch her hus-
band so they could marry.

Public trials were a new thing in 1870s Italy and this trial offered the city a macabre form of entertainment 
that was lapped up by the public and seized upon by the fledgling Italian media. Over one hundred wit-
nesses gave public evidence, many from the colourful world of the circus. The two most unusual witnesses 
were a clown and a donkey trainer. 

Colourful and unusual episodes like this can be very helpful to historians, for they reveal much of what is 
usually hidden. My research asks questions about how emotions and feelings were shaped and staged in 
public places. Should a woman have accepted a marriage without love? Was it acceptable for a man to cry 
in public? Were married people expected to tolerate jealousy? How does a society establish which emo-
tions can or cannot be expressed or acted upon, and how does change happen? Questions like these are 
some of the new and exciting frontiers that historians explore.

One of the most exciting moments of my recent sojourn in Italy was due to a discovery on E-Bay. By chance 
I found a newspaper from 1879 for sale whose front page featured the soldier’s wife after her condemna-
tion to hard labour for life. The emotional scene shows her final embrace with her mother. I bought the 
item, then went to the library to track down other copies of the newspaper. To my amazement, for thirty 
days in a row while the trial was taking place, the front page featured an artist’s impression of an episode 
from the story behind the trial. Some of the most vivid ones will become illustrations in my book, as well 
as images for my lectures on social life in nineteenth-century Italy.
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Centre for Research on Colonial 
Culture (CRoCC)
Since we last reported CRoCC has added three new 
members, two being from the Department of His-
tory and Art History: Jane McCabe and Kate Ste-
vens. During 2015 the Centre hosted eight research 
events, closing the year with a “Historians at the 
Pā” event run by Michael Stevens at Te Rau Aroha 
Marae, Bluff, which was held in association with 
Michael’s Marsden funded project, A World History 
of Bluff. Michael gathered together New Zealand 

and Australian-based scholars to discuss Māori and 
maritime history, and to hear about the progress 
of his research project. A number of the attendees 
also gave public talks about their research to the lo-
cal community.

The Centre started 2016 with a women’s history 
conference in February, which had over 70 papers 
on the programme and attracted 150 delegates 
from across New Zealand, Australia, Canada and 
South Africa. The Making Women Visible Confer-
ence began with a keynote address and public lec-
ture from Professor Barbara Brookes at Otago Mu-
seum’s Hutton Theatre, which was filled to capacity, 
and was followed by the launch of Barbara’s new 
book, A History of New Zealand Women (Bridget Wil-
liams Books). A large and excited crowd gathered to 
celebrate this achievement.

Organised by Centre members Angela Wanhalla and 
Jane McCabe, as well as three history postgraduate 

students, Katie Cooper, Sarah Christie and Jane Ad-
ams, with help from Emma Gattey, Violeta Gilabert 
and Radhika Raghav, the conference was made 
possible with financial support from CRoCC, the 
University of Otago’s Continuing Education Fund, 
and the Women’s Studies Association of New Zea-
land. This funding support enabled the organisers 
to put together a diverse programme, host a spe-
cial forum on women’s history in the public sphere, 
as well as bring outstanding scholars to Dunedin 
as keynote speakers, including Melissa Matutina 
Williams, Frances Steel, Margaret Tennant, Raewyn 
Dalziel, Bridget Williams, Sandra Coney, and Megan 
Whelan.

This year the Centre has also had the pleasure of 
hosting two international visitors: Emeritus Pro-
fessor Bill Waiser (University of Saskatchewan, 
Canada) and Associate Professor Sally Swartz (Uni-
versity of Cape Town, South Africa). Bill Waiser is 
an award-winning historian of the Canadian West, 
while Sally Swartz works on the histories of mental 
health, colonial asylums and psychotherapy. Both 
gave well-received presentations on their respec-
tive research areas. CRoCC was delighted to host 
both of these eminent scholars.

Future events include symposiums on Literature 
and Place; Coconuts in the Pacific; and Colonial Film.
To keep up-to-date with the Centre’s news and 
events you can follow its blog: https://blogs.otago.
ac.nz/crocc/

Visiting scholar Associate Professor Sally Swartz and  
Professor Barbara Brookes.

“Historians at the Pā” attendees: Tony Ballantyne, David Haines, Frances Steel, 
Ryan T. Jones, Angela Wanhalla, Atholl Anderson, Jane McCabe, Jonathan 

West, Lachy Paterson and Michael Stevens.
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Three of Our Former Graduate Stu-
dents Have Published Their MA/PhD as  
Monographs:

Stephen Deed (MA, 2005), 
Unearthly Landscapes: New 
Zealand’s early cemeteries, 
church yards and urupā (Ota-
go University Press, 2015).

Ellie van de Wijdeven (PhD, 2008), 
Vintage Paua Shell Jewellery: Art 
Souvenir, Tourist Kitsch, Kiwi Icon 
(David Bateman, 2015).

Kenton Storey (PhD, 2011), Set-
tler Anxiety at the Outposts of 
Empire: Press Coverage of In-
digenous Resistance and Re-
bellion (University of British Co-
lumbia Press, 2016).

For Y13 Students: The John  
Turnbull Thomson Scholarship 
in History
The John Turnbull Thomson Scholarship in History (value $3000) was established in 2005 by the University 
Council with funds received from the descendants of John Turnbull Thomson, a surveyor and explorer who 
became New Zealand’s first Surveyor General in 1876.

Applicants must be:
•	 At the time of application, in the final year of his or her secondary schooling at a school in Otago or 

Southland or have completed the final year no more than one year previously
•	 Enrolled for at least one 100-level paper in History for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in their first year
•	 Awards are made on the basis of the student’s Year 13 academic results. 
•	 Closing date 21 December.

For further information and application form, please visit: http://www.otago.ac.nz/study/scholarships/da-
tabase/search/otago014650.html


